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Abstract 
In this paper, welding induced residual stresses in a welded API 5L X65 girth pipe spools are 

discussed in as-welded and in local post weld heat treated conditions. Stress measurements were carried 
out non-destructively using the neutron diffraction technique. For such large-scale components residual 
stress measurements require significant preparation and planning.  First of all, a choice of stress free 
lattice spacing value, discussed extensively, is of great importance for the evaluation of residual strains 
and stresses correctly. Besides, the use of a virtual instrument (SSCANSS software) can optimize 
measurements for distorted or undistorted large components with or without complex details. Moreover, 
the well-planned “window” cut through the thickness greatly reduced measurement time.  

A number of points were measured across the weld, HAZ and the parent material. Measurement 
results showed that residual stresses in the as-welded condition was lower than the yield strength of the 
material, and significant relaxation was also observed in the post weld heat treated samples. 

1. Introduction 
Welding residual stresses are generated due to the thermal cycle induced incompatible internal strain 

that remained in the weld structure after cooling. The nature of the residual stresses and the factors 
affecting the stress conditions are discussed in Leggatt’s paper [1]. With regard to the integrity of welded 
structures, high tensile residual stresses existing in pipeline weldments reduce the load capacity, 
increasing proximity to brittle fracture together with the applied external loads.  

There are various measurement methods available, either destructive or non-destructive for evaluating 
residual stress states of componment. The neutron diffraction technique has been widely used in 
numerous research work [2-7] for the measurement of welding residual stresses due to its advantages. 
Basically, all three components of the residual stress can be measured non-destructively. Besides, the 
intensity of the beam enables penetration into the bulk material and through thickness stress profiles can 
be obtained [7-10]. The principle of measuring residual stress using neutron diffraction is to determine 
residual strains directly by quantifying changes in lattice spacing from their stress-free condition [11-13].  

In this study, relatively large girth welded pipe spools were investigated. The welding procedure 
(representative of a procedure used in the industry) was described in the authors’ previous work [14]. In 
this paper, the focus is on the experimental challenges in neutron diffraction procedure used for residual 
stress measurements. The emphasis in the rest of this paper will be on the choice of a representative 
strain-free reference for neutron diffraction to measure residual stresses before and after post weld heat 
treatment (PWHT). 
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2. Residual stress measurements by neutron diffraction 
The principles of determining the residual stress magnitude are based on Bragg’s Law and Hooke’s 

Law. Equipped with Opal reactor neutron source at Australia Nuclear Science and technology 
Organization (ANSTO), Kowari strain scanning diffractometer utilizes the intense continuous 
monochromatic neutron beam to conduct strain scanning on samples.  

The components investigated were made of API 5L X65 pipeline material. The dimensions of the girth 
welded pipe spool that used for stress evaluation by neutron diffraction were in 355.6mm (14 inch) 
outside diameter, 19.1mm wall thickness and 1000mm length. A six-pass narrow-gap girth weld was 
located in the middle of the pipe spool. The welding and PWHT procedures were described in a previous 
publication [14]. At this point, it is worth noting that both furnace and local post weld heat treatment 
methods were employed in this study but the results concerning local PWHT are discussed in this paper. 
    For the evaluation of the welding residual stresses, three line-scans parallel to the axis of the pipe spool 
were carried out. They were located 3mm below the pipe outer surface, 3mm above the pipe inner surface 
and at the mid-thickness. Through thickness measurements were conducted at weld center and weld toes. 
A set of measurement points across the weld in parent metal, heat affected zone and weld material are 
show in Fig. 2a. A window cut was introduced for measuring the axial strain component (Fig. 2b) before 
embarking on the measurements in as-welded condition. This window greatly reduced path length 
travelled by the neutrons.  For the measurement of the pipe spool in post heat treated condition, another 
window was introduced for hoop strain measurements (Fig. 2c and 2d). Following PWHT, residual strain 
components were measured at the same locations as in Fig. 2a. 

Fig. 2 Measurement locations and reduced travel path of  neutrons after cutting a window on the pipe spool 

 
Residual stress values were calculated using hkl specific material properties for the measured planes 

based on the Kröner model using the software DECcal [14]. The average reported errors range was ± 15 
MPa. These errors are the peak fitting errors and do not take into account other possible sources of errors.  
Stress-free comb sample (d0 sample) was extracted from another pipe spool which was fabricated using 
the identical welding procedure. This sample was cut from the 3 o’clock position to make sure that the 
target micro-structure and geometry is replicated. The d0 comb sample was 6mm thick and 95 mm long, 
containing the whole weld cross section and part of the parent material (Fig. 3). The strain component 
directions were defined the same as the corresponding orthogonal (axial, hoop and radial) directions in 



 

the pipe. The slits in through pipe thickness direction were cut by Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) 
and repeated every 6mm to create the ‘teeth’ on the sample. Additionally, two line-cuttings were 
introduced perpendicular to the “teeth” to manufacture 6x6x6 mm3 grids on the comb sample. These 
procedures enabled the welding induced residual stresses in the comb sample to relax in hoop, axial as 
well as radial directions, and are supposed to provide the sample in a strain-free condition.  
    There were 24 points measured on the stress-free sample. The numbers shown in the Fig.3 demonstrate 
the scanning points sequence on the grids. With the given gauge volume 3x3x4mm3, the measurements in 
three directions for each point were carried out focusing the beam at the center of each grid. At each 
scanning point, lattice spacing parameter d01 (supposed stress free lattice spacing in the as-welded 
condition) was measured in three orthogonal directions. The comb sample was subject to the same 
PWHT procedure as the pipe spool so that the same PWHT procedure is replicated on the comb. Lattice 
spacing parameters in it were measured again to obtain new lattice spacing d02 values (stress free spacing 
after PWHT) for the evaluation of the residual stress state.  

 
Fig. 3 The d0 grid sample for calculating the strain-free inter-plane spacing  

Assuming that hoop stress in the grid sample was completely relaxed during EDM cutting, 24 
convoluted d-spacing values were calculated by using Hook’s Law for each point. Averaging the values 
obtained from parent metal (measurement points 16, 17 and 18), d01p was calculated and selected as the 
strain-free d-spacing to calculate the relative strains in hoop, axial, normal directions as well as the 
convoluted strain variation in the parent material. These values provided the information regarding the 
strain variation hence the stress magnitude variation. After PWHT, all the data were analyzed following a 
similar procedure. An averaged strain-free d-spacing value was obtained from all the measurement 
locations in the parent material which was defined as d02p. Strain variation in the weld metal and parent 
metal was compared as well. In this work, the lattice spacing in HAZ was not able to be accurately 
measured. This is because the HAZ was only 1mm wide in the narrow gap weld which was much smaller 
than the individual dimensions of the gauge volume.  

Due to the large scale and complexity of the components to be measured, careful planning of the 
experiment was of great importance. KOWARI virtual instrument within Strain Scanning Simulation 
Software (SScanSS) [16] was adopted to plan and locate the measurement points accurately and 
maximize the efficiency of the experiment. The software was used in the planning and execution of 
measurement of the residual stress on both the pipe and the d0 sample. Prior to neutron diffraction 
scanning (Fig. 4 left), 3D models of the pipe and the d0 sample were created by laser scanning the 
surfaces. Measurement points were positioned on the sample models and the scanning sequence was 
displayed as the point number. Each scan was simulated to predict the measurement time and to check the 
orientation of the sample.  



 

 
Fig. 4 The adoption of SScanSS software to pre-design the measurement points on the laser scanned 3D pipe model 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Reference (comb) sample 

Strain values in the reference sample in as-welded condition were calculated using the d01p values 
shown in Fig. 5a. The values following PWHT (Fig. 5b) were calculated using d02p. These strain 
distributions illustrate the strain variation in the d0 sample. In Fig. 5a and 5b, it also emphasizes the 
importance of selecting position dependent (weld metal, heat affected zone and parent metal) d0 values 
for calculating the residual stresses. 

 

 
Figure 5. Strain variation based on selected reference d-scpacing values 

In the as-welded condition, the averaged d0 value, designated as d01p, was selected to calculate strains 
in the parent material. There was approximately less than 100με variation and this leads to approximately 
20MPa stress deviation in any single direction. However, in the weld metal, higher strain variations 
exceeding 200με occurred in axial and radial components resulting in up to 50MPa stress error. Therefore, 
position dependent d0 values obtained from the weld of the stress free sample should be used to evaluate 
the stresses in the weld metal of the pipe in the as-welded condition. 

In the PWHT condition, the use of averaged d0 value, designated as d02p, exhibited smaller strain 
variation in all directions as well as the convoluted strain. This d-spacing valued was used for the 
calculation of the stresses in the parent material after PWHT. The variation in the strain in the weld metal 
was less than 100με. However, it is also worth noting that the stresses remaining in the component 
following PWHT were significantly smaller. Therefore, for the evaluation of the stress state in the weld 
region, an averaged convoluted d0 value obtained from weld metal measurements (measurement points 1, 
2 and 3) was used, see Fig. 6. 



 

 
Fig. 6 Normalized strain variation maps of the comb sample before (left) and after (after) PWHT 

 

3.2. Residual stress states before and after PWHT 

Residual stress profiles in through thickness direction in the as-welded and post weld heat treated 
conditions are shown in Fig.7. Hoop stresses were normalized with respect to the greater (σy+) of the weld 
and parent material, and axial stresses were normalized with respect to the lower value (σy∗ ) of the two [15] 
using the 0.2% proof strength of the parent material and weld metal. The weld was overmatching. Yield 
strength of weld metal (σy+) was 657MPa and this value was used for normalizing the hoop stresses. For 
normalizing the axial stresses, parent material yield stress (σy∗ ) 510MPa of was used. 

Through thickness residual stress profiles at weld center and toe were presented in Fig.7. Compared to 
the uniform, yield magnitude profile advised in BS7910 for the as-welded condition, much lower residual 
stress values were obtained from the measurements in the as-welded condition. Following PWHT, it was 
seen that axial stresses reduced to less than the 20% of yield strength of the parent material at room 
temperature. Hoop stresses were significantly lower than 30% of the yield strength of the weld metal at 
room temperature. 

 
Figure 7. Normolised througth thickness residual stresses at weld center and toe before and after PWHT 



 

4. Conclusions 
1. Utilizing the virtual model to determine the neutron diffraction measurement points in such a large 

pipe spool improved the measurement location accuracy and enabled simulation of the scanning process 
as well as prediction of time required for each scan in advance. Cutting windows on the pipe greatly 
reduced measurement time. 

2. The evaluation of the strain-free lattice spacing was essential to the subsequent residual stress 
calculation. Selecting appropriate d-spacing values for corresponding weld metal, heat affected zone and 
parent metal eliminated the strain variation resulting from chemical composition. 

3. Residual stresses after local PWHT reduced in both axial and hoop directions in girth welded pipe 
spool. The results proved that the residual stress profile advised in BS7910 for furnace PWHT condition 
was conservative for the case presented in this paper. 
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